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The influence of the chemical nature of the metallic binder on the plastic deformation of cemented 
carbides was studied. Three different cemented carbide grades - WC-Co, WC-CoNi and WC-NiMo - 
with similar microstructural characteristics (binder content and carbide grain size) were investigated. 
Mechanical response was evaluated by means of uniaxial compression of micropillars, and tests 
were carried out in-situ in a FESEM with a nanoindenter equipped with a flat-diamond punch. After 
uniaxial compression, inspection of deformation phenomena was done at both surface and bulk of 
micropillars through scanning and transmission electron microscopy, respectively. It is found that 
yielding phenomena and strain hardening increase as Co is totally substituted by a NiMo alloy, while 
contrary effect results from partial replacement of Co with Ni. Relative differences are directly linked 
to intrinsic ductility of the metallic phase and operative plastic deformation mechanisms. Moreover, 
for the three materials studied, stress-strain responses show pronounced yielding events related to 
glide at WC/WC interfaces. Although they are discerned at different stress levels, estimated values 
of sliding resistance of WC/WC boundaries are found to be alike for the three grades studied.  
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Cemented carbides are composite materials widely used for their combination of high hardness and 
toughness. WC-Co is the most commonly used system due to high wettability of WC by Co during 
sintering and adhesion characteristics [1], leading to superior mechanical properties than other 
alloys. Despite this, partial or total substitution of Co as binder has been a matter of interest since 
few decades ago. Ni and its alloys have been used and validated as alternative binders to Co for 
enhancing corrosion resistance [2,3]. More recently, substitution of Co has been aimed and 
promoted because its classification as critical raw material by the European Union as well as 
hazardous substance for human health (Co powder and WC-Co dust) [4–6]. Moreover, 
approximately 82% of the global tungsten (also classified as critical raw element [5]) production is 
mined in China and prices rise constantly.    
 
Microstructural aspects - in particular carbide contiguity and binder mean free path - affect the 
mechanical response of cemented carbides. For high contiguity grades, the load is supported by a 
continuous-like WC skeleton, through the contact between grains; thus, slip in WC or on WC/WC 
interfaces are dominant deformation mechanisms. As contiguity decreases, load bearing is 
distributed between both constitutive phases and deformation of the softer binder becomes 
relevant at early load stages. This takes place by slip or fcc to hcp transformation in the case of Co 
and Co-based alloys. Under these conditions, if the binder mean free path is sufficiently large, 
dislocation pile up against the carbides may occur, playing an important role in the deformation of 
the composite [7]. Moreover, activation of slip/twinning in metallic binder and slip in WC grains, as 
















Furthermore, interfacial strength is also expected to depend strongly on the chemical nature of the 
binder [11–13]. Knowledge about the nature of plastic deformation of the constitutive phases of 
cemented carbides is key for understanding their overall mechanical response. In this study we 
address this issue by attempting to understand the role of the binder phase in the mechanical 
response of cemented carbides. In doing so, we performed uniaxial compression of micropillars in 
three cemented carbide alloys: WC-Co, WC-CoNi and WC-NiMo. Deformation phenomena was 















2. Materials and methods 
 
Three grades of commercial WC-base cemented carbides supplied by Hyperion Materials & 
Technologies were studied. The grades contain around 10 wt.% of binder and a WC mean grain size 
of about 1 μm. Two grades with partial and total substitution of Co as binder were selected: CoNi 
and NiMo, respectively. A Co-base grade was selected for comparison purposes. Microstructural 
characteristics of the three cemented carbides are summarized in Table I. Sample surfaces were 
polished up to mirror-like surface finish, following a 6 to 1 μm diamond-polishing protocol with a 
final two-step stage using colloidal silica.  
 
Focused ion beam (FIB) was used to mill twelve micropillars of 2 μm in diameter in each sample. A 
two-stage milling protocol was followed. The first step was done with a dual beam Zeiss Neon 40 
focused ion beam/field emission scanning electron microscope (FIB/FESEM), while the second one 
was conducted using a FEI-Helios Nanolab 600 dual-beam FIB. Both systems used a Ga+ ion source 
operated at 30 kV. The incidence angle of the ions was 36° in both cases and the currents were 4 nA 
and 500 pA for the first and the second milling step, respectively. Aspect ratio of micropillars was 
around 4, to avoid sink-in and/or buckling of the micropillar during compression. Taper angles were 
kept less than 4° as usually used in annular milling [14,15]. Shape characteristics of micropillars are 
summarized in Table II and representative FESEM images are shown in Figure 1. 
 
In-situ uniaxial compression of micropillars was done using a nanoindenter INSEM Nanomechanics 
(USA), equipped with nanopositioners SMARACT (Germany), placed inside a high-resolution field-
emission-gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM) LEO 35, Zeiss. Nanoindentation was carried 














Calibration of the nanoindenter was done with a Berkovich diamond-tip on fused silica of known 
elastic modulus (72 GPa [16]). Tests were displacement controlled, and load (P)-displacement (h) 
data was continuously recorded. Stress (σ) and strain (ε) were calculated using the area at 1 μm in 
depth from the top of the micropillar and the total height of the micropillars, respectively. Effective 
elastic deformation of the indenter and the bulk material was corrected by extracting the elastic 
deformation of the bulk below the micropillar, using the Sneddon’s approach [17,18]. Maximum 
loads and displacements ranges differ for each grade, because they were controlled case by case, to 
obtain plastic response of micropillars but avoiding catastrophic failure. Maximum load ranges were 
from 17 to 20 mN, 15 to 20 mN and 20 to 25 mN for WC-Co, WC-CoNi and WC-NiMo specimens 
respectively. Maximum displacement was fixed at 300 nm and 400 nm for WC-Co and WC-NiMo 
micropillars and was varied between 300 and 600 nm for WC-CoNi ones. Details of the experimental 
protocol followed are described elsewhere [19,20]. After uniaxial compression, deformation and/or 
damage features at the surface of micropillars were inspected by FESEM.  
 
Plastic deformation mechanisms in the binder and in carbides were observed by means of 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a JEOL JEM-2100 LaB6 unit operating at 200 kV. One 
micropillar of each grade was selected in which plastic deformation mechanisms were observed at 
the surface. To mill the TEM lamellae (with the dual beam Zeiss Neon 40 FIB/FESEM), we selected 
one micropillar of each grade in which plastic deformation mechanisms were evidenced at the 
surface. Prior to milling the lamellae, a Carbon-Platinum (C:Pt) layer of around 2 µm in thickness was 
deposited in all the surface of the micropillars to avoid Ga+ interaction with the samples. Once the 
lamellae were extracted from the sample and placed in a Cu grid, they were thinned up to around 60 
nm of thickness at 30 kV, and finally polished with a 5 kV beam energy to reduce the amorphous 















3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Mechanical response after uniaxial compression of micropillars 
 
Stress-strain (σ-ε) curves plotted from load-displacement (P-h) data recorded for each material 
studied are shown in Figure 2. In general, relatively high yield stresses are achieved during 
micropillar compression for the three cemented carbide grades. Considering their intrinsic 
composite nature and inter-dispersed phase network arrangement, these findings highlight the 
strength of phase boundaries in impeding dislocation motion as well as the effective constraining 
effect of the hard ceramic phase on the soft metallic one [21]. For the three materials a strain-
hardening effect is depicted from the loading curve. Strain hardening rate (SHR) is higher for WC-
NiMo specimens than for WC-Co and WC-CoNi ones. Work hardening is expected to decrease as the 
amount of Ni increases in a Co-Ni alloy [22], in agreement with the response evidenced in Figure 2. 
Meanwhile, extremely high SHRs found for WC-NiMo specimens should be ascribed to solid-solution 
strengthening, expected to be very effective in Ni-Mo alloys because size and valence differences 
together with electronic interaction between solute and solvent as well as changes in stacking fault 
energy values [23–27]. This is supported by the fact that SHR values are higher (about 7 GPa) than 
those reported as typical bulk values for stage II work hardening (between 2.6 and 5.2 GPa)  for Ni 
[28]. Nevertheless, SHR size-effects due to localized binder pools available for deformation could 
also be recalled for explaining the discerned strain-hardening response. 
 
Plastic deformation and possible activation of slip phenomena are depicted as strain bursts in the 
loading curve of grades containing Co- and CoNi- based metallic binders, before a pronounced 














variable. Although uniaxial compression tests are carried upon micropillars representative of the 
composite material, the strain state is not completely independent of local stretch or rotational 
plastic gradients at binder regions, as a consequence of the disposal of surrounding WC particles, i.e. 
constraining effect of WC particles [29]. Moreover, distribution of phases is random in each 
micropillar; thus, orientation of the applied load is expected to affect the response of the binder, as 
some crystal orientations are not only more susceptible to initiate or activate dislocation motion 
than others but also to exhibit different SHRs [30]. It could explain, at least partly, the variation on 
the mechanical response of individual micropillars evidenced for a given grade.  This fact is even 
more complex to analyse in the case of Co, as type and reaction of dislocations also differ in fcc and 
hcp Co [31].   
 
Regarding partial substitution of Co by Ni, as seen in Figure 3, strain bursts at a defined strain level 
occurred at lower stresses for WC-CoNi micropillars than for WC-Co ones. It could be rationalized in 
terms of the intrinsic ductility of the binder which appears to increase with addition of Ni, probably 
because of the depletion of fcc to hcp martensitic transformation, known to reduce ductility of the 
Co binder [22].  Furthermore, variation in stress magnitude linked to strain bursts in both WC-Co and 
WC-CoNi composites during loading may be also size-affected, because sample dimension and mean 
free path limit the length scales available for plasticity [21]. Within this context, strain bursts 
occurring at stress levels from 1 to 4 GPa are attributed to plastic flow and evolving deformation of 
metallic binder. The thinner the binder layers, i.e. more constrained, the higher the stress value at 
which such abrupt plastic events are evidenced. On the other hand, strain bursts observed at even 
















Different from the mechanical response exhibited by Co- and CoNi- based grades, no strain bursts 
were depicted in the loading curves of micropillars of WC-NiMo grade. Such experimental fact 
together to the quite high yield stresses measured for WC-NiMo specimens should be linked to low 
dislocation density or even dislocation starvation during deformation of the material. Possible 
reasons behind this deformation scenario would be effective solid solution strengthening of Ni by 
Mo alloying, including changes in stacking fault energy. Under these conditions, high stresses are 
needed to nucleate dislocations for plasticity to proceed [32]. However, once stress levels for 
irreversible deformation were achieved (above 3.5 GPa), most of the pillars did show a well -defined 
and pronounced yielding event. Very interesting, these plateau-like phenomena in WC-NiMo 
micropillars were similar to those evidenced in WC-Co and WC-NiCo specimens, but without any 
preceding strain burst event.  
 
Representative pronounced yielding events - causing a strain of around 1% for WC-Co and 3% for 
WC-CoNi and WC-NiMo but taking place a quite similar stress levels - are depicted in Figure 4  for the 
three materials. σ-ε curves for these events are also shown in this figure. From SEM imaging of the 
surface of these three micropillars, we observed a common deformation mechanism: glide at 
WC/WC interfaces (Figure 4). We then estimated shear stresses (s) for each case by assuming that 
plateau-like yielding event for each micropillar was associated with prominent glide discerned at 
WC/WC interfaces [33,34]. To do so, we measured the glide angle (θ) directly from SEM images, 
discarding the influence of a possible variation due to image perspective (see scheme in Figure 4). 
The angles determined were 33, 35 and 56 degrees for Co, CoNi and NiMo grades, respectively. Load 
was taken directly from the load-displacement data. Meanwhile, possible effects related to taper 
angle or orientation of WC particles were either disregarded or not accounted. Relatively similar 
interfacial strength values - around 2.0 GPa - were obtained for the three grades. Such values are 














interfacial displacement, as estimated from molecular dynamics simulation of WC/WC grain 
boundary sliding resistance at room temperature [35].   In the case of WC-Co, the event is not as 
pronounced as for the other two alloys, possibly because interfacial strength may indeed be higher 
than the estimated one.  Studies have shown that concentration of WC/WC grain boundary  type is 
constant and it does not depend on any microstructural feature, rather than the starting materials in 
which 90°/[10-10] grain boundaries are abundant [11]. In this sense, glide at WC/WC interfaces 
could depend on the angle in which WC/WC interfaces are with respect to the applied load. This is 
observed in Figure 2, where σ-ε curves for WC-NiMo exhibit the same shape hinting to a first event 
of glide between WC particles at different stresses (due to different θ angles), followed by other 
mechanisms of deformation activated, such as plastic deformation of WC particles and decohesion. 
In the case of WC-Co and WC-CoNi composites, other deformation mechanisms are activated at the 
beginning of the load (plastic flow and deformation of the binder); thus, local arrangement of 
particles may change, promoting the occurrence of other deformation mechanisms, besides WC/WC 
gliding. 
 
3.2 Plastic deformation of binder and WC  
 
TEM images of micropillars are shown in Figures 5 to 7. Deformation of Co binder (Figure 5 b and c) 
is seen as thin lamellae (laths) of hcp material. Stacking faults (SFs) present in the material before 
deformation increase during compression and coalesce to form hcp lamellae [36]. It is well known 
that the allotropic transformation of Co from fcc to hcp occurs preferably by a martensitic reaction. 
However, W and C dissolved in Co may retard this martensitic transformation  and restrictions 
imposed by WC skeleton may have similar effect [36]. In addition, fcc to hcp transformation of Co 














initial hcp to fcc ratio and fcc to hcp transformation induced by sample preparation and uniaxial 
compression.  
 
As Co is substituted by 25 wt.% of Ni, the predominant deformation mechanism within the binder 
shifts from fcc-hcp martensitic transformation of Co, towards planar slip (Figure 6 b and c), in 
agreement with Vasel et al’s findings [22]. However, clear stacking faults (SFs) were not evidenced. 
Considering that nickel exhibits a stacking fault energy (SFE) significantly higher than cobalt 
[22,38,39] and that SFE of nickel-cobalt alloys increases as Ni/Co ratio rises [40], it could be 
speculated that SFE for the CoNi alloy here studied (Co/Ni ratio of 80/20) is relatively high.  It would 
then result in either extremely narrow or simply absent SFs, and suppression of fcc to hcp phase 
transformation. Meanwhile, dislocation arrays were heterogeneously  distributed within binder 
regions, possibly as direct consequence of a similarly inhomogeneous distribution of stress and 
strain, due to the differences in stiffness of the constitutive phases of the composite.  
 
For NiMo binder, deformation mechanisms consist preferentially of simple slip by dislocation 
motion, as depicted in Figure 7 b and c. Dislocation density seems to be lower than for the other 
specimens studied. Such experimental fact, together with the relatively limited TEM inspection 
conducted in this study does not allow to provide further details in terms of slip mode (either wavy 
or planar) for this metallic alloy. Amorphization signs due to Ga+ ions implantation can be seeing as 
“salt and pepper” features. This is an artifact created during TEM sample preparation and not during 
compression [30,41–43]. However, dislocations can be distinguished as defined lines. Those 
dislocations in NiMo binder are either created during plastic deformation or present in the initial 
dislocation density. Furthermore, multiplication of dislocations in Ni is affected by free surfaces 














mean free path. Therefore, their distribution will change as the total volume of the sample , i.e. 
binder pools, changes. 
 
Signs of plastic deformation of WC within micropillars are discerned in Figure 4.  Such slip lines were 
not observed in the ceramic phase in all micropillars, possibly due to distinct relati ve crystal 
orientation with respect to applied load direction [10]. On the other hand, SFs and dislocations are 
observed in WC in TEM images, especially in WC-Co and WC-CoNi grades (see Figures 5 d and 6 d). 
Bent dislocations - called bent dislocations - are the predominant deformation mechanism of plastic 
deformation observed in WC within the NiMo grade (see Figure 7 d). Here, carbide is observed to 
deform through a gliding mechanism [36].  
 
Results show that plastic deformation of the binder dominates early stages of plastic deformation of 
cemented carbides, i.e. intrinsic plastic deformation phenomena of the metallic alloy governs the 
response of the composite at initial loads. In this sense, fcc to hcp martensitic transformation of Co 
has a direct effect on the strain-hardening rates which is higher than for the material with partial 
substitution of Co by Ni. In the WC-CoNi grade, planar slip within binder pools and dislocation 
starvation at binder free surfaces, governs the plastic deformation. The evidence of these 
mechanisms, instead of fcc to hcp transformation of Co, would indicate a lower energy requirement 
for the former than for the latter. Finally, total substitution of Co by Ni-alloy binder – as it is the case 
for this study - assumes that plastic deformation occurs only by dislocation-dislocation interaction 
and dislocation starvation, which is completely dependent on binder mean free path and in small 
samples, on areas where free surfaces of binder are available, from which the dislocations can exit 
the material. Once the binder reaches its maximum ability to deform plastically due to its intrinsic 
strain range and the constraint imposed by WC particles, interfacial strength plays an important role 














three cemented carbide grades studied, assessed based on sliding resistance of WC/WC boundaries, 

















In the present study the role of the binder in the plastic deformation of cemented carbides was 
studied. In doing so, local plastic deformation and damage phenomena of WC-base cemented 
carbides, with Co and partial and total substitution of Co as binder, were evaluated by means of 
uniaxial compression of micropillars. The following conclusions may be drawn: 
 
1. At early stages of loading, plastic activity within the binder governs irreversi ble deformation of 
cemented carbide micropillars. Such plastic deformation is intrinsic to the chemical nature of 
the binder. In this sense, yielding stresses and strain hardening rates (SHR) decrease as Co is 
partially substituted by Ni and increase with full substitution of Co by a NiMo alloy. 
 
2. Occurrence of strain bursts, and stress/strain levels at which they emerge for tested 
micropillars can be attributed to plastic deformation capability of binder regions. Hence, 
frequency and magnitude of these abrupt plasticity effects will be dependent on intrinsic 
ductility (phase transformation, slip activation and/or dislocation density during deformation) 
of the binder as well as on constraining effects imposed by the surrounding WC particles.  
 
3. As strain imposed and resulting stress rise, glide at WC/WC interfaces shows up as a plateau-
like yielding event. The stress levels at which this deformation mechanism is evidenced 
depends strongly on the distribution of phases, and particularly on the orientation of WC 
particles with respect to the applied load. Nevertheless, gliding resistance of WC/WC 















4. Plastic deformation mechanisms change from fcc-hcp transformation to dislocation-mediated 
activity as Co is substituted by Ni. However, dislocation density and corresponding plastic 
deformation is also affected by Mo-alloying effects on Ni, in agreement with the pronounced 
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WC-Co 11 wt.% Co 1.1 ± 0.7 0.4 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.1 12.8 ± 0.2 
WC-CoNi 8 wt.% Co – 2wt.% Ni 1.0 ± 0.8 0.4 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.1 12.3 ± 0.1 
















Table II. Shape and size characteristics of micropillars: micropillars diameter (d
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 α (deg.) 
WC-Co 2.0 ± 0.0 3.7 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.5 
WC-CoNi 2.0 ± 0.0 3.6 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.3 
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Figure 2. Stress-strain (σ-ε) curves plotted from load-displacement (P-h) data recorded continuously 
































Figure 4. a) Stress-strain (σ-ε) curves of one micropillar for each cemented carbide grade, in which a 
single strain event was detected during uniaxial compression test; b), c) and d) FESEM images of 
surface of micropillars in WC-Co, WC-CoNi and WC-NiMo respectively, after uniaxial compression 
showing a common glide between at WC/WC interfaces. A schematic representation of parameters 
used to calculate shear stress at the interfaces is shown in a), where σ is the stress at which the 
single strain event was detected, θ is the interface angle, A is the area at the surface of the 
















Figure 5. TEM images of one micropillar of WC-Co grade: a) dark field image of the micropillar in 
which darker phase corresponds to WC and lighter phase corresponds to Co binder; detail of b) hcp 
lamellae (arrowed) and c) planar slip (arrowed) evidenced in Co binder after deformation; and d) 
















Figure 6. TEM images of one micropillar of WC-CoNi grade: a) dark field image of the micropillar in 
which lighter phase corresponds to WC and darker phase corresponds to CoNi binder; b) and c) 















Figure 7. TEM images of one micropillar of WC-NiMo grade: a) dark field image of the micropillar in 
which lighter phase corresponds to WC and darker phase corresponds to Ni Mo binder; b) and c) 















 Early irreversible deformation is linked to plastic activity within metallic binder 
 
 Plastic deformation of binder intrinsically depends on its chemical nature  
 
 Deformation ability of binder is extrinsically affected by constraining from WC   
 
 Binder chemical nature does not seem to affect WC/WC gliding resistance 
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